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NF-kB pathway:
upstream and downstream molecules
The Nuclear Transcription
Factor kB (NF-kB) plays a
relevant role in the
inflammatory response.

A. V. Prasad, N. Mohan, B. Chandrasekar, M. L. Meltz,
“Activation of Nuclear Factor kB in Human Lymphoblastoid
Cells by Low-Dose Ionizing Radiation”, Radiation Research,
vol.138,n.3, 367-372, (1994).
B. Hellweg C. E. et al., Radiation Research. 175, 424-431
(2011)

Extracellular signals can be:
- Ionizing Radiation (IR)
exposure;
- signaling proteins (e.g.
Cytokines, Interleukins);
- environmental stress.
Active nuclear NF-kB causes
the production of its own
inhibitor (IkB) leading to a
Negative Feedback loop.
S. Ghosh et al, Immunological Reviews, Vol. 246: 5–13, (2012)

But NF-kB pathway is not stand alone
Several players are non-linearly interacting at different levels, both
extra- cellular and intra- cellular (from cytoplasm to nucleus and
backwards to the cytoplasm).
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Systems Radiation Biology approach
In order to try to unravel the complex nonlinear
dynamics,
an
integrated
experimental/theoretical investigation is
adopted.
- Validates existing model
- New parameters for
improving the model

Experimental
data

Modelling
- Predicts behaviours
- Suggests molecules/pathways
of relevance for further
investigation

Experiments: Materials & Methods
Aim: study the radiation induced perturbation of these strongly
interlaced pathways, with an integrated theoretical/experimental
approach.
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Focussing on the extra-cellular signaling
proteins
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Signaling proteins investigation
IL-6 concentration in the
culture medium
Cells are at 95%
confluence in T75 flasks
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IL-6 release rate
Solid line --> sham irr.
Dotted line --> 50cGy irr

Deriving the Gompertz
function, we obtain the
release rates functions for
the release rates of IL-6.

Solid line --> sham irr.
Dotted line --> 5Gy irr
Between 3 to 4 hours after the
medium change, the release rates of
IL-6 reach their maximum in all the
data series.
(The differences between the
functions describing the release rates
are not statistically significant)

Cell Communication:
Materials & Methods
Modeling approaches

Stochastic approach

Monte Carlo code:
• Investigation of local mechanisms
(e.g. autocrine signalling)
• Extracellular diffusion
(Brownian motion)
• Single molecules/cell history
Machine-time

Deterministic approach

Analytical model:
• Based on differential equation
• Perturbation induced by radiation
• Definition of the robustness of
the system

Possibly no analytical solution

Monte Carlo approach (1)
•
•
•

•
•

Each cell releases a certain number of signaling molecules (cytokines) with constant rate
the signals move in the culture medium according to pure diffusion
Whenever a signal falls below a distance d from a cell, and below a distance a from a
receptor area (total receptors area covers around 0.001 of the cell area) it is removed from
the medium
At each internalization there is a small probability (10-5) that cell stops releasing cytokines
There is a small probability(10-6) that cell STARTS EMITTING secondary molecules
(Trigger)
Key parameters values
3-D Diffusion: <r2> = 6D t,
t=0.05 s and D 3*109 nm2/s
Starting from random points at
10 nm from the cell surface
LSparkman and V Boggaram .Nitric oxide increases IL-8 gene transcription and mRNA stability to enhance IL-8 gene expression in lung epithelial cells
Am J Physiol Lung Cell Mol Physiol 287: L764-L773, 2004

Monte Carlo approach (2):
Example of results
Section of virtual geometry

Il-8 concentration (pg/ml)

Cytokine concentration

Input parameters:
D(Primary)=1,3 109 nm2/s
Release rate:1.1 mol/s (NO)

Release rate: 0.8 mol/s (IL-8)

Ptrigger = 0.000001

1)Red dots represent
Primary molecules
(Typically fast)

2)Green dots represent
Secondary molecules
(IL-8 molecules)

Simulation time
from 0 seconds to 20 hours

Focussing on the intra-cellular signaling
proteins
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Nuclear NF-kB concentration
(ELISA Assay)
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- Cells grown until confluence.
- Culture Medium was replaced with
fresh new one (with FBS) at t=0.
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Modelling the NF-kB pathway:
Negative feedback loop

Applying the model to the
experimental data
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Modelling the NF-kB pathway

Schematic representation of
the NF-kB model obtained
with the MATLAB® tool
“SimBiology”.

T. Lipniacki et al, Journal of
Theoretical Biology, (2004).

Assumptions
Two main assumptions should be stated:
• Our system is a well stirred chemical reactor. This is a good
approximation for cell processes of the order of hours to be
concluded.
• The concentrations of all the molecules are sufficiently high in
order to consider fluctuations as negligible.

System of Ordinary Differential Equations

- 15 ordinary differential
equations;
- 25 free parameters (of which only
5 ÷10 are obtained from data fit).

T. Lipniacki et al, Journal of
Theoretical Biology, (2004).

Nuclear NF-kB concentration predictions
Different temporal modulation of nuclear NF-kB
obtained modifying the “k1” and “k2”
parameters, corresponding, respectively to the
rate of activation of the neutral IKK kinase by
TNF- and the rate of inactivation of active IKK
by A20.

Typical output of the MATLAB code adapted from Lipniacki et al, 2004.

Nuclear NF-kB concentration predictions
Different temporal modulation of nuclear NF-kB
obtained modifying the “k1” and “k2”
parameters, corresponding, respectively to the
rate of activation of the neutral IKK kinase by
TNF- and the rate of inactivation of active IKK
by A20.
Results obtained varying the parameter “k1”
and “k3”, corresponding, respectively to the
rate of activation of the neutral IKK kinase
by TNF- and the rate of spontaneous
inactivation of active IKK.

The effect of a transient stimulus on
the activation of NF-kB
Stimulus
for
T=3 min
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Transient stimuli of different (short)
duration (T 3 min), induce a fast
response and a subsequent “relaxation”
of the system to the homeostatic level
after 4-6 hours without further
oscillating.
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Summary & Conclusions
An integrated experimental/theoretical approach
allows a better understanding of the non-linear
interactions amongst the molecules of this complex
pathway, which leads to:
– Design of new experiments to be performed;
– Suggestions for future studies focused on molecules
shown to be greatly affecting the response of the whole
system under investigation.

Several confounding factors might be involved in the
processes…and comparison amongst different
experimental conditions are needed.

Future developments
In order to better understanding the whole complex
pathway, studying in more details localization and
amounts of COX-II, p53, Erk1/2 and other signaling
proteins is of fundamental importance, exploiting a
systems radiation biology approach.
Modelling a specific molecular behavior within the whole
pathway could be very challenging and further
experimental investigation is needed.

